Course Content: This course offers a selective introduction to several recent initiatives in literary theory and critical methodology, with the goal of acclimating new MA and PhD students to the expectations of advanced research and writing in the field of English Studies. We have two related course objectives: 1) a primer on trends in contemporary criticism and literary theory 2) a practicum on developing and then executing graduate-level scholarship.

To accomplish the first objective, each week we will examine key essays from the last half-century of literary and cultural criticism, putting them in intellectual and historical context, analyzing them as rhetorical constructions, and assessing their implications for contemporary literary and scholarly practice. To accomplish the second, our in-class discussions and course assignments will emphasize how to replicate the various skills in original research, stylish writing, and convincing argumentation that these articles exemplify.

Readings inevitably reflect the interests of the instructor, but they will range across several major phases and schools of thought, and will be paired with relatively brief, canonical primary texts that repeatedly show up on MA and PhD exams.

Required Texts: